
SHABBAT SHALOM

Ayelet
On Friday night, Ayelet helped lead Shabbat services.
During cabin activities, each cabin created songs and
poems. One cabin sang their own rendition about Camp
Sabra being their "home away from home". Another cabin
performed an acrostic poem using the word Shabbat. 
This week's Torah portion focuses on the idea of standing
up for what is right. In this story, not all the Jewish
people were following the rules. Therefore, Pinchas had
to take matters into his own hands even though not
everyone agreed with his decisions and what he did.  

Almagor
On Saturday morning, Almagor helped led services.
Saturday was extra special as we celebrated Josh
becoming a Bar Mitzvah. Almagor had the opportunity to
come up as a cabin to perform poems about their
overnight and overall camp experiences. 

Friday Night

Saturday Morning

Torah Portion: Pinchas 25:10 - 30:1

JEWISH LIFE ON THE
PENINSULA

C A M P  S A B R A



VALUE OF THE WEEK: KINDNESS

AREA: Tarbut

AROUND THE AREAS
AREA: Ropes

This week at Tarbut, campers learned
about Lithuania. They discussed
similarities and differences between
Jewish and Lithuanian culture. 
Campers discussed how Lithuanian
Synagogues were built from wood pallets.
After they created their own synagogues
out of crackers and frosting. 

 

This week at camp, we focused on kindness.
Kindness is the quality of being friendly,
generous, and considerate. Examples
included picking up trash, cleaning the
tables after meals, refilling the food, and
thanking staff for their hard work. 

This week at Ropes, we focused on the
value of the week, kindness. Campers
participated in various activities at low
ropes. They balanced on the Seesaw, were
given a marker connected by multiple
ropes, and had to work together to write a
message. Through these activities
campers had the opportunity to build a
kind community. 

 



QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR CAMPERS IN YOUR
NEXT LETTER

Who did you sit with at Shabbat?
What was the best part of the Shabbat meal? 
What songs did you sing during services?
What are you looking forward to this week?

"Take me home, to the place, I belong, Camp Sabra,
Rocky mount Missouri, 65072"


